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About This Game

BEATris : Rhythm! Puzzle! Action! 

Survive the block-hell situation until the end of the music. Control the blocks falling with the beats and fill the lines to destroy
them. Enjoy the music while the level shifts with the rhythm.

BEATris presents a new wave in rhythm game genre. Inspired by the classic puzzle game Tetris, the game gives you a strategic
gameplay with the rhythmical flow from the music.

Features

 Various EDM Soundtracks to enjoy

 Unique levels that are brutally fun

 Make creative levels with your favorite music on Level Editor

 Share your levels on Steam Workshop

 With Steam Cloud integration, create your level anywhere everwhere
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 Much more to come...
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Although currently light on content, Reventa shows so much potential. The death penalty (or lack thereof) is such a smart idea,
combat is fun and animations are so fluid. I instantly wanted to start playing as the other character the moment I wrapped up
Chapter 1 for the first time. Plan on doing more exploring with Blue then finishing with Red which should take me a handful of
hours (let's estimate around 5). I almost like the fact I can keep coming back with each chapter release.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6P9rjQZXaDM. There have been a lot of clever puzzle gimmicks over the years. There were time clones in
Braid and P.B. Winterbottom, rotating the world in And Yet It Moves (shame about the game), and portals in... well, Portal.
There have been riffs and imitators on each as well, but did you ever think about combining them? Because that's just what
Gateways does, and it's even more mind-bending that what you're imagining.

You play Ed, a brilliant, balding scientist whose sprawling lab has just been ransacked. To get to the bottom of whatever it is,
you're going to need to retrieve his gateway guns. There are four in total, each granting you a remarkable power over space and
time. You have your basic portal gun that lets you go in one end and pop out the other. Then there's a resizing gun that lays down
a big portal and a little portal, making you bigger or smaller depending on which one you enter. There's a rotation gun that works
like the portal gun except it maintains your orientation, essentially rotating the world around you. And there's a time gun that lets
you loop over the same span of time over and over, creating clones of yourself. You'll also find a few additional tools, as well as
bonus upgrades like higher jumps and more time loops.

As you locate the portal guns, you'll encounter all sorts of puzzles throughout Ed's rather open-form laboratory. Your map will
helpfully point out the next key puzzle to tackle, but you can always go searching for side paths and bonus puzzles that you
might be able to solve with your current abilities. Each puzzle is helpfully marked with a Help Point, where you can spend a few
orbs (found in tricky spots all over the lab) to confirm whether or not you have the right tools to solve the puzzle, or a lot of orbs
to view the solution and skip the puzzle. It's a clever system for avoiding frustration, especially if there are gateway guns you're
having trouble coming to grips with.

The puzzles start out as good introductions to your fantastic powers, and grow steadily into reasonable challenges. After a few
hours, you'll probably have a solid command of each gateway gun, and be wondering why there are still puzzles you can't quite
work out. And then you find the power that lets you use all the guns simultaneously, which launches the difficulty curve into
space. Honestly, just dealing with a handful of time loops or working out a rotation maze taxed my brain to the limit. Combining
them overwhelmed me to a degree I didn't think was possible anymore. You'll be using time portals to send your tiny past self to
hold a switch while your giant future self reflects a laser through a right-angled portal into another switch so your present self
has a few seconds to slip through a gate... or at least that's what's expected of you.

Gateways is pretty much everything you could ask for in a puzzle platformer, taken to almost comical extremes. It looks good,
sounds good, has plenty of puzzle gimmicks, items to collect, secrets to find, and enemies to squash (in strangely bloody fashion,
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too). But it's going to challenge you in ways other games don't, and it will keep pushing until you've fully mastered every aspect
of your powers. I reached a point where it got to be too much for me, a level of complexity far beyond Braid or Portal or
anything that inspired it. If you're seeking that challenge, don't pass this one up, and even if you aren't it might be worth a try.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. A simple little dungeon crawling RPG, you play as a sexy blonde nudist
named Alma who wakes up in a monster filled dungeon that consists of 10 floors and has to escape, there's lots of locked doors
that require keys to open, they consist of 4 types, copper, iron, silver and gold, if your reckless with your keys you'll end up
unable to advance. you'll learn magic from scrolls yet the spells are always random, Alma is on her own throughout the whole
game though every once in a while you'll come across merchants who will sell weapons, armor and items. Combat is pretty
simple, just walk up to an enemy and hit F until it's dead, whatever Alma's wearing (or not wearing) will show up in her text
picture, you can make Alma go naked however the biggest downside to that is she dies a lot easier in battle. there are spots
where Alma can fully heal herself unfortunately they all have limited uses, every floor is littered with tiny little colored orbs
which give Alma minor boosts to her Def, ATK etc, not a great game but not terrible.. So this is a surprisingly hard review to
make, largely because there aren't many negative things to say about this game. It's a little old, sure, and with that can come
technical problems and dated visuals, but that's something one has to expect. The awkward animations are actually a little
charming, seeing how far the technologies have come since then. What is surprising though is how well the backgrounds and
settings hold up. Although, yes, they tend to be a little colourless and depressing, they're gorgeously drawn and come in a crisp,
high resolution. I'm kind of a stickler when it comes to 2D texture working, especially with these kinds of 3D/2D adventure
games, and this one did not fail to satisfy me.

The character's are voice acted well enough; some of the lines suffer from being read from a script rather than spoken naturally,
but the overall quality is just fine. Not a single character is offensive, even the ones that follow pretty blatant stereotypes. The
ruffian, the evil minion, the sassy protagonist. I rather enjoyed them and the personalities they carried. Like the voice acting, the
story isn't anything ground breaking or shocking. It telegraphs coming twists pretty blatantly and yet it never feels like it detracts
from the game. All of this just sort of exists around the real meat of it.

That being, of course, the puzzles. This is a very genuine point & click adventure / puzzle game and I adore it for it. The puzzles
are great! A few of them do follow a bizarre sort of adventure-game logic, but they never go without subtle (or overt) hinting,
and when you're stuck you can always get past it just by looking around, talking to people and inspecting your inventory. My
main driving force in this game was always just to solve the puzzle and get to the next one. Really, this is where the game shines,
and I don't regret a moment spent playing it.

I do wish there's more I could say about it, really. I've spent hours and hours in it already and I feel like it deserves this big fat
review. There just isn't much more to it, and that is in no way a detractor. If you're out for a point & click puzzler, you could do
a lot worse than this. :]. how does one refund this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This game = Legendaryness. Giving
Review as a player that completed all the Achievement of this Game*
(Feel free to PM me for help if you stuck somewhere or something)

Well, it's was fun, a bit raging, need use a bit of brain, as you can't just spam keys and items on every door you see, you will
need to decide what to use and what not to unlock, + semi naked battle dress made it even better :D, this was a game that have
R18 Stuff but it was removed (if you are curious, just google "淫魔迷宮")

Game Rating: 4/5
(1/5 given on to raging part, but if you do like rage game, well, it's 5/5 then)

Well, i Enjoy the game at least since i love playing indie games
It's Definitely Worth $1 >:D. Casual point and click and wait adventure game... for kids?

Quite pretty graphics, sadly I lacked the patience to play more than a few short chapters. Walking and dialogue both executed at
an abominably crawling pace. The story and dialogue are okay, nothing more. The puzzles for the most part are easy and logical,
process of elimination solves the rest.
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This game could perhaps be useful to a kid learning French or German, as there is an option to change the language of the voice
or text.. The definition of a hidden gem, Sojourner could easily be missed in the crowd of games on sale. If you did, you'd be
missing out on an absolutely heartwarming, 4th-wall shattering, and just straight-up interesting JRPG. With plenty of humor and
humility, the developer riffs on the classic formula by introducing a unique party system, allowing for great customization. It's
paired with pleasant graphics and a great soundtrack that clearly has a lot of love and effort.

More people should know about Sojourner, because it's fun and wonderful.
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Do not, under any circumstances, buy this. Here's why:

- Annoying music - It's always the same loop over and over again
- Horrible controls paired with a sloppy programmed dash
- Terrible voice acting and graphics
- Mindlessly placed checkpoints
- Awful collision detection
- Cheap animations
- Many clipping errors
- Often freezes when skipping dialogue
- The battlebard often doesn't jump when you're too far at the end of a ledge

Plus it's the same gameplay over and over again. Jumping, Dashing, Jumping, Dashing, and so on.. Game is simple but not easy
jump and collect pass-your-free-time-and-relax type of game. Its worth a while.

To access your bought soundtrack on PC find your steam folder (C:\\program files\\Steam), then find folder "common" in
"Steamapps" folder. In "Snapshot" folder there will be folder "Soundtrack" with your music. I could not find other way to access
it.

Enjoy!. No one plays it...... Like Portal?
Like Metroidvanias?
Like feeling like a retard?

This game is for you.. Very promising.. The game itself is pretty good. The handdrawn background graphics are beautiful and
the voice acting is good too. The only thing that sucks is the abrubt ending and the parts of the story that didn't make sense and
where never explained.

The company which produced the game went bankrupt afterwards. So i guess they went out of money while developing and
released an unfinished game to counteract the bancruptcy...

Well i still give the game a recommendation because up until the ending it was quiet good.. Mostly dead MP, but pretty fun
when you can find a game. Reminds me of the old Twisted Metal games.. As a lover of rhythm games and tetris, the existence
of this game makes me very happy. Playing with a controller (e.g. XBOX Controller) strongly recommended. Nice game about
controlling acceleration/velocity and keeping balance. There are new kinds of platforms and obstacles constantly added level
after level, so it doesn't get too monotonous and repetitive after a while. The levels aren't requiring too much skills. Not
frustrating at all. The only halfway difficult level imo was the last level (Level 30), which you eventually also can beat in a
couple minutes. Not nerve wrecking, but a little more challenging than the previous ones.

Considering the price (get it on a sale in a bundle) and the initial expectations (not too high for a mini game), this game is pretty
good and recommended.

Bug Report:
- Level 20: the falling platforms at the beginning aren't reset when you fall. You start from the beginning, but the platforms are
gone. So you have to go back all the way back to the menu and select the level in order to retry.
- At the earlier levles I noticed that the rolling big rocks don't even come when you reach a certain velocity. This bug is actually
positive in the player's perspective. However, I didn't see that happen in the higher levels. Maybe I just couldn't accelerate
enough, since it became more difficult.

Note to achievement nerds: If you consider achievements an essential part of human existence, this might be your next 100%
completed game.. I have to say, I am terribly disappointed in this purchase. For starters, the volume is extremely quiet. Not sure
what is going on with that, considering that I had both my system volume and the player volume maxed and I could still barely
hear it. Secondly, the voice actors are a bland disappointment. However, my biggest and most important complaint is how
severely chopped down this version is. I got 19 minutes in, and I was already at the end of what was supposed to be episode 4.
Bearing in mind that these episodes (minus intro and outro) are supposed to be roughly 20 minutes each. If you are interested in
this product, don't buy it. You won't be getting the full product. More like roughly a 3rd of the product in fact.
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